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will send a man Into the flooded dn
trlcU and will keep in touch with con
dltiona as the flood moves down the
Mississippi.
Memphis Situation Grave.
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AMERICAN HELD
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"Vera

Azcona, secretary to
Madero, says:

Ous

completely tranquil.
unorders .there la untrue
Torreon is in no danger. The strength
of the rebels is steadily
dimjnsbing.'
Anotuer telegram declares the at
tkude of the Mexican congress at Uie
opening on Monday was a plain Indication that Madero'a iwaitlon Is Im- lec cable.

TAUPERT ELECTED

o,

MEN GROWING

ON A FLIMSY

WITH ENTIRE

er pouring over the lowlands through
half a dozen gaps In private levees
south of Cairo and Washington the
main embankment at several points,
SWOLLEN RIVERS HAVE DAM- the flood situation
FOR
along tho Mlsls-sipp- i tANDIUATE
PRESIDENT, RAILROADS
LAYING
OFF
POWELL
ROBERTS. FORMER EL
AGED PROPERTY TO EXTENT
river this morning Is grave.
PARTY
HOWEVER, WAS SURPRISED
IN ANTHRACITE
DIED IN BAT HTUB.
PASO
POLICEMAN SPIRITED
OF $1,000,000
Officially it is predicted that the
SUCCESSFUL
AT
New
BY TAFT'S SUPPORT.
THE
York. April 3 Joseph Ore
DISTRICT.
TO CHIHUAHUA
stage at Memphis will reach 45 feet.
a
lando. a crack quarter-milPOLLS
bicycle
44
feet was forecasted as
Yesterday
ride, who had hopes of
to
WHOLE
TOWNS SUBMERGED the probable maximum but
going
GETS
WISCONSIN TEAMSTERS
today the WILSON
SPIRIT Sweden with ihe American Olympic TAMME LEADS THE
jgVEN THEIR TIME j IN A RETALIATORY
prediction was revised. At 7 o'clock
VICTORS
team, was found dead in a bath tu
this morning the gauge showed 42.6
RE8IDENT8 OF HICKMAN,
KY.,
It
is believed that he D'im,
today.
ASPIRANT
FOR ATTEMPT TO START NORTHUVS.
IT
feet, a rise of .3 since 7 o'clock last DEMOCRATIC
IS BELIEVED OFFICER
WAS overheated, took a cold
ARE FORCED TO FLEE FOR
bath and died VETERAN CITY CLERK RECEIVES
PRESIDENTIAL
CHAIR
BERLAND COLLIERY PROVES
GETS
night.
IMPRISONED
BECAUSE
OF
of heart shocks. He was 30 loan
THEIR LIVES
HIGHEST VOTE CAST FOR
HEAVY VOTE.
(lovprnmen' officials are still opti
A FAILURE.
old.
AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
ANY CANDIDATE
mistic that they will hold the river
within
bounds.
So
far
all
main
the
THREATENED
CAIRO, ILLINOIS,
COMMIT8 SUICIDE.
levees are intact although several PUSHED HARD BYCHAMPCLARK UNIONS ACTING CHARITABLY RESENT SEARCH FOR ARMS
Angeles,
VOTE WAS
April
points are regarded as dangerous. The
JIBOUT NORMAL
Kersting, 38 years old, who came
IF PREDICTED RISE COMES TO
government embankment immediately THE SPEAKER SUCCEEDED
IN ALLOW
MEMBERS
TO
WOSK ARRESTED MAN SAID TO HAVE here recently from Dallas, Texas, for
NIGHT SERIOUS TROUBLE
west of Hickman, Ky., which protects
CANDIDATE
FOB
his health, committed suiolde by VICTORIOUS
GETTING
IN
FIVE
OUT OF
WASHERIES TO AVOID
BEEN IN RAID ON MEXICAN
the Reel Foot lake basin and several
WILL RE8ULT
MAYOR MADE A STRENUOUS
himself
last
shooting
TWENTY-SInight Kerting
DAMAGE TO MACHINERY.
VOTES.
west Kentucky counties, the White
HOUSE
left a note saying:
PERSONAL CAMPAIGN
river front at Modoc, Ark., and the
"I thank all my friends (or past
levee near Linda, Mo are giving the
Milwaukee, Wis., April 3. IncomEl Paso, April 3. -- The wires, cut favors."
Philadelphia, Pa., April 3. The
Victory perched upon the banners
returns from yesterday's presi- number of idle men in the anthracite last night, were down this morning
concern.
plete
greatest
Places most seriously affectne citizensprogressive party,
oi
in private levees at Bird's dential preference primary in Wiscon- regions was increased today by the and the usual communication with
Breaks
CLABBY WINS BOUT.
ed by Missouri river flood:
which
elected erery one of its can......
I, ,,
.,.1
Point and near Commerce, Mo., and sin received show today that Clark laying off of additional men by the
cwm
Sydney, Australia, April
Jimenez was not avail-,1
Hickman, Ky.,
didates in yesterday's municipal elecMemphis,
ran
close behind Wilson on tho demo- railroads which have shipped
at Hickman, Ky., have relieved the
praotl able. The statement, made at Juarez Clabby, the American boxer and Aus- tion. R. j. Taupert was elected mayTenn., New Madrid, Mo., and
last night, that a bridge was blown tralian middleweight champion, today
situation at Cairo, and the flooding cratic ticket.
all
the
coal
cally
destined
for
outside
or over D. T. Hoeklns, republican
Columbus, Ky.
La
of
Follette
five miles south of the city, prov- defeated Mehegan, who holds the
was
which
that
up
out
threatened
everv
took
city,
markets
in
district
of
the
coal
fields.
Much
Total lives lost: Four.
candidate, by a majority of 175. Othyesterday, probably will be averted. mo ouno noin ittii on tne republican
mis is strung along railroad Sid ed incorrect as the regular train from lightweight title, on points in a er men elected
Total damage to date, estiupon the citizens'pro-rgesslv- e
the south arrived on time this morn-Wha- t 20 round contest for the welterweight
At Hickman, the factory district, ticket by a vote of two to one but the lags
tidewater points.
mated, J1,000,000.
ticket are Charles Tamme,
where the levee broke Monday night. president's support in nearly ah discaused the heavy detonation championship in the stadium here.
Number driven from homes
Teamsters hauling powder to the
city clerk; H. C. Smith, city treasur
Is Inundated to a depth of from IB tricts surprised La Follette managers. mines also
8,000 to 9,000.
have been laid off. More heard last night remained a mystery.
er; B. F. McGuIre, alderman from the
s
to 20 feet this morning and the
The Second district went for Clark than 67,000,000
BLACKHANDER CAUGHT.
Volume of water: Six to
Mayor C. E. Kelly, succeeded in
First ward; Jerry Quinn, alderman
pounds of powder are
district is almost covered with and portions of other districts gave used each
3. Twenty-sev-Boston,
ten feet above danger line beApril
from the Second ward; R. F. Hays,
year in bl&ting anthracite geUin a telegram over the Mexico
water. New Madrid,
Mo., and Co- him a heavy vote, so that 1 least five coal.
nes to General Pas Italian stowaways on board the White alderman from the Third
tween Cairo, HI, and ArkanNo attempt of mine bosses to Nortnwest,'ln
ward; DanUal
roBCO'
lumbia, Ky., also are flooded.
sas City, Ark.
delegates out of the total 26 from start operations at the Katherine col
rote8tinS alMt th Star liner Cretic, which arrived from iel Stem, alderman from the Fourth
The principal residence sections Wisconsin tp the democratic nation- liery and
arrest of Powell Roberts and his sec Naples, were arrested today. Tho ward.
Crest of flood possibly will
Independent operations in
ret removal from the Juarez jail U search was made upon information rehere are on high hills overlooking al convention are conceded to the the Northumberland
be reached in district affected
The successful candidate for oUy
county district Chihuahua
the business district where the speaker.
ceived last week from Italy that stow- clerk led the trioket, running 194 votes
between April 4 and April 8.
yesterday.
proved a failure. United Mine Work
Mayor Kelly and all who know Rob aways would be found on the ship ahead of his rival, J. B. Floyd. H. C.
streets, as In most river towns paralers and sympathizers canvassed the
until recently a sergeant, of po- and that they were members of Smith defeated Edward J. McWenie
erts,
a
safe
The
hills
offer
lel
the
rivers.
La
Follette Trying for Nebraska.
4.
homes of the workmen employed st
for city treasurer by a majority of
refuge, but provisions are running
Washington, April 3 Senator Rob- the colliery and persuaded ther.i at lice, In El Paso, declare that the "blackhand" organizations.
164. In the Fourth ward Simon Bach-araccharge agalnat Roberts that he was
ert M. La Follette will leave Wash- to go to work.
With four Mississippi towns ser short.
!l- a raid on the home of Jenaro
was defeated by Daniel Stern
now ington today for the west, to take up
was
estimated
that
It
supplies
DEMOCRATIC
ALBUQUERQUE
iously affected lv invnriirfe wnlprq
Considerable friction
has been
in which $500 was taken, is
. on nana nere win ias
N. M., April 3. This by a majority of 80. Mr. Stern's maiour ua; s. u his campaign tour of Nebraska and avoided in
Albuquerque,
the Lackawanna
region alRe. At the time of the raid when
was (tho largest given any of
) 'caused TytngreateBtr Be recorfled will be Impossible' to "get" trains ffitu'pregohr rfe"w1,'fiireenS'fctaeete.
city elected the entire democratic jority
where oftlcers 'fyrliatrict No. 1 iSffKTrvv- police wore searching for arms ticket toi yfrJ.)-dathe victorious candidates for members
in river history, the flood situation the town for a week or more. Despite where he is to speak Thursday, and
lie;
tnim!Hp!
of the union around and ammunition Cisneros made no repermission
tion with the exception of W. S. of the city council.
today assumed more serious aspects the gloomy outlook, citizens continue after a five days trip through Ne- Scranton to operate washefles proThe election was holty contested
of
port
any money being missing. Hopewell, who was defeated for al
in widespread distress, heavy finanto express the hope that help will braska, will depart for Oregon. Presi- vided the coal Is used for the boiler Furthermore, it is stated that Rob- derman from the Fourth ward by Ivan by both aides. Nearly the entire
cial loss and impairment of business come before the suffering may be- dential preference rmarles in both rooms of the
collieries to keep the erts was not a member of the search- Gmnsfeld, republican. Colonel D. K, vote of the city was turned out Mr.
facilities. Two thousand persons drivmade a personal campaign
come desperate. On Main street the states are to occur April 19.
mines in condition. In the last big party.
B. Sellers was chosen mayor. Other Taupert
en from the factory district of Hickstrike there was much rioting overi At noon the wires were restored officers chosen were Jharles Roehl, assisted by a number of his friends
man, Kentucky, are being cared for
and a portion of a dispatch, filed by city clerk; Wiliam Kleke, treasurer; The Bupportera of Mr. Hosklns also
Bryan Out of the Race.
the operation of washerles.
(Continued on Page Flvei
did efficient work.
by townspeople at great personal sacLos Angeles, Calif., April 3. WilWomen sympathizers with union the Associated Press correspondent George C. Sheer, J. A. Skinner, S. B.
The vote was as follows:
rifice.
came
liam Jennings Bryan, in a letter to miners
at I"enez last night,
througH Coen and Ivan Gmnsfeld, aldermen,
today stoned men employed
Total Majorities
The levee broke opposite Hickman PRIESTESS SAYS THAT the Bryan club of this city, has rerein
that
The
o.
.
4i
explained
telegram
III til l nunc, Ulici tuuiin
at J calico-- 1
For mayor Taupert 445, Hosklns
were sent to General Cam
fused to allow his name to be placed ville in the Hazelton
forcements
yesterday at Dorena, Mo. A thousand
but
de
region
270, Taupent's majority 175; for clerk
residents of the community were reson the primary ballot in California as sisted when It. was
to pa yesterday at the latter's request REPUBLICANS ELECT
explairted
ON
WILL
MURDERS
Tamme 480, Floyd 286, Tamme's
Panch
General
that
he
found
when
cued, many from the tops of their
candidate for president.
them that, the suspension order did
194; for treasurers Smith
Hickof
defender
Parra.
majority
to
Hickman.
federal
taken
and
homes,
not apply to the stripping men. Sharp Villa, the
IN CAPITAL 441, McWenie 273, Smith's majority
TICKET
La
as
known
a
hill
had
man's food supply is dwindling.
occupied
On
the
Stump.
the
Teddy
(picketing has been begun by
WILL
CHURCH"
"SACRIFICIAL
168.
Trains bearing tents and provisions
Prieta, where he could resist a much
New York. April 3. Colonel Kdose union men.
MAKE MEN
TO
CONTINUE
own.
Fri-his
force
than
Campa's
First Ward
j
cannot reach the flooded town befrom
extended
will
be
larger
velt's trip
ELECTION
IMMORTAL.
is supiosed to outnumber Vtt SANTA FE MUNICIPAL
force
For
his
for
cause of railway washouts.
mayqr
set
Taupert 83, Hosklns 49,
date
the
originally
day,
RESULTS IN VICTORY FOR
Lewis Would Be Congressman.
la's two to one, but such was the
34; for clerk
to Tuesday
Taupert's
From 14 to 20 blocks Is the area
to
majority
New
return
York,
G. O. P.
La Fayette, La., April 8. Clemen
govthe
of
of
3.
the
Tamme
49,
Thomas
82,
Tamme's ma
position
Ohio,
in
Floyd
strength
covered by the flood in the northern
will
April
Pittsburgh
Bridgeport,
He
speak
confessed
slayer of night.
84,
of the ernment troops that Campa determin33; for treasurer Smith
jority
L. Lewis, former
section of Memphis. From 700 to 1,200 tine Barnabet,
president
in
Tuesday.
and
Philadelphia
Monday
Santa Fe, N. M., April 3. At the McWenie 48, Smith's
more than half the 35 negro victims
32; for
United Mine Workers, announced to- ed to delay an assault until he was
majority
persons have been driven from their
city eleotion yesterday, Celso Lopez, alderman MoGuire 84, Qulgley 45,
the sacrificial ax in Louisiana and
Bob Files his Petition
homes. The water continues to rise of
day his candidacy for the republican in overwhelming strength.
the
that
officers
the
republican, received 615 votes; Ar- McGuire's majority 39.
warned
Texas,
Sixin
the
In the Bayou Gayoso, a small levee
Springfield, ill . April 3. The peti- nomination for congress
as
thur Seligman, democratic and progas
continue
would
long
Second Ward
tion of Senator Robert. M. La Follette, teenth Ohio district. There are
Held as a Decoy
protecting which gave way Monday. killings of her "church"
ressive republican candidate, 509, for
faith:
members
kept
district.
the
in
miners
For
for
union
candidate
A heroic fight of two days and nights
mayor
Taupert 107, Hosklns
president,
3.
Robrepublican
Powell
Austin, Tex., April
mayor. Facundo Ortiz, republican,
whla are to
be voted for at the presidential
was made by laborers to save the in their "condjah" bags,
was defeated for an erts, the American arrested in Jua- 625; Carlos Creamer, democratiprog-resslve- , 65, Taupert's majority 42; for clerk
Lewis
When
to guard them from "perTamme U2, Floyd 60, Tamme's maMemphis gas plant but the force of supposed Members of the cult claim preference primary, April 9, was filed other term as head of the Miners' un- rez Sunday, was held by Mexicans ap502, for city
clerk; J. H.
secution."
52; for treasurer Smith 113,
with Secretary of State Rose today. ion by John P. White last year, he rejority
the flood was too gfcat, and the pro
Val-deto
certain
entice
as
a
decoy
parently
Vaughn, republican 635, Manuel
a person "sacrificed"
by the ax
MoWenie 58, Smith's majority
55;
and
here
home
to
his
turned
into
e
procured
Paso
Mexico,
tecting levee gave way last night.
democrat-progressivEl
for
495,
policemen
thereby immortality. She regains
Ward
104,
alderman
for
66,
Quinn
on
without
Colonel
is
gas.
arTrip
Important
Memphis
as
a miner.
worlc
where these policemen might be
Today
city treasurer. The republicans electfused to tell the names of other cult
38.
Quinn's
majority
reMontgomery, W. Va., April 3.- The
official
an
to
Near Vicksburg, Mississippi, the
and
W.
two
Akers
rested, according
ed
aldermen, J.
members.
Third Ward
journey which Colonel Roosevelt be
water is rising. Farmers are leaving
port to Governor Colquitt. The gov- Romulo Lopez, and the democrats
"Clementine Barnabet is rational uan when he left New York yesterFor
State
of
their
mayor
Taupert 140, Hosklns
ernment
wired
Baca.
goods
Secretary
lowland homes, taking
two, Frank Butts and NIoanor
and I believe her confession is true,! day has' devolved into one of the
re95, Taupert's majority 45; for clerk
ito try to obtain- - Roberts'
Knox
and livestock, after the example set
except as to certain details given to moBt im)portant tr)p8 whicn ne will 1
Tamme 163, Floyd 72, Tamme's malease.
by thousands of persons In Missouri confuse the officers as to her ac-- ,
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
He
mak(j ,n hlg
FATE
OF
MISSING
SHIP
91; for treasurer Smith 145,
Governor
to
Arkansas
jority
The
and
Colquitt
Tennessee
report
Kentucky,
said the sheriff.
rtay he woujd carry his fight into
55;
McWenie 90, Smith's majority
was from Sheriff Edwards of El Pa
Th war department will send 300 complices,"
and Ken- West
states.
four
87,
Virginia
146,
was
alderman
for
said
Roberts
so.
sheriff
Kelly
Hays
The
Madrid
for
New
to
per
army tents
HAS BEEN DETERMINED
tucky today and tomorrow Illinois
Hays' majority 59.
Washington, April 3. Sspate: In not a policeman and that he hal
sons made homeless by the flood, ac
STRICKEN SPEECHLESS ' Saturday and Pennsylvania Monday session 2 p. m.
Fourth Ward
nothing to do with the search of the
cording to orders Issued by Presi
and Tuesday. Easter Sunday and
was
who
noon.
rebels
Met
one
of
of
the
"house
at
House:
For
mayor
Taupert 115, Hosklns
at
today.
THAT
INDICATES
Washington
WRECKAGE
dent Tart
to rest.
then Irving In El Paso and who says
Miscellaneous bills considered.
61, Taupert'B majority 54; tor clerk
BY A SUDDEN EHIliHT j Good Friday he expects
NONE SURVIVED DESTRUCHo to yesterday, Colonel Roosevelt
Tamme 123, Floyd 53, Tamme's maSecretary of Agriculture Wilson Hie officer stole some money.
TION OF KOOMBANA
Reaches Depth of 54 Feet.
jhiid no idea of making such an ex- told Florida everglades lands invonil-gatinSheriff Edwards' report said that
99,
70; for treasurer Smith
jority
Washington, April" 3. The weathej LION TAMER CURIOUSLY AFFECT- tended trip. He received an urgent
"rebels seemed to be "holding
ex- the
that
3. McWenie 77, Smith's majority 22 ; for
committee
original
Western
Australia,
April
e
Perth,
was
proo-ablcam-i
bureau today announced it
message from Senator Dixon, his
ED BY HER HUSBAND'S
cerpt of Major Wright's report had Roberts In an effort to get Texas
Wreckage picked up off the coast alderman Stern 128, liaebaraeh 41
the Mississippi river crest stage
pagin manager outlining the propos- not been
officers who searched the house to appears to seal the fate of the 50 Stern's majority SO.
DANGER.
consent.
out
his
with
given
at Cairo; would be little, if any, above
ed extension, however, and consentin person so as to hold them for
Majority Leader Underwood an- come
passengers and the 80 men of the
The stage at Vicksburg
64 feet
ed. he said,, because the arrangeRi-- !
their
duty."
doing
San
April
Francisco,
crew of the British steamer Koom- the
nounced
program
legislative
.
Mississippi, was 46.5 feet at 7 a. m.
The Mexicans have refused the offi- bana, wliich has been missing since
known as the
lion tamer,
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to
would
confined
on
cardo,
now
be
appropriuoionei Kooseveit aaaresnea crowus
today, a rise of .4 feet since yesterday
want the
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affidavits,
la
they
stating
the
Girl
in
Den,"
Yt
New
Tiger's
Aipi.i 3. A preliminary
irk,
bills.
disastrous
that
and
ation
"Singing
prevailed
typhoon
supply
at several places on the way across
morning.
the officers to "come over."
on the northwest coast of western inquest into the death of Mrs. Beek- speechless as the result of an attack West
being
Virginia, his subjects
President Taft today directed the upon her husband by a bear Monday
man Lorillard, the wealthy young soAustraHa the last week of March.
of the People to Rule,"
"The
Right
war department to send 300 army
cirCOTTON MILLS IMPROVED.
Koorabana, ciety woman, whose body was found
Rebels Credited With Victory
The wreckage of thnight at the Oakland tJhrlners
tents to citizens of New Madrid, Mo., cus. When the grizzly bore him to and "Political Bosslsm.'
in the Holland" house on
Washington, April 3. The sanitary
Washington April 3. Mexican relr which belongs to Adelaide, was found hanging
The first speech of the present trip
who have been made homeless by the
assistMarch
was held today. The only
cotton
16,
for
In
of
the
screamed
the
fishing
southern
she
the
in
pearl
vicinity
ground
els are credited in official state de
is to be delivered tonight in Louis- Improvement
the flood In the Mississippi.
most im- partment reports today with all suc- station at Broome, a small seaport in development was the testimony of a
the
one
ance. Ricardo remained quiet, coverof
mills
constitute
Colonel
Roosevelt said It
ville.
Red Cross to Assist.
67 hotel maid that on the day after the
ing his head and face with his arms, would be one of his important speech portant changes in cotton mill on cesses near Jimenez, last week, al- Austral. During the typhoon
(!7 tragedy she found a note underneath
to
J.
th
E.
were
sent
Australia.
Genthe
from
Slrrine,
and
typhoon
under
federal
forces
During
Injury.
the
structlon, according
eescaped
Telegrams
though
Red Cross Headquarters here
Mme. Ricardo attempted to sing
of Greenville, S. C- - who addressed the eral Rojas were said to have punish- pearl fishing boats belonging to a hath tub In the Lorillard rooms, ap- American Cotton Manufacturers' as- ed the insurrertos severely before Broome were wrecked and over 4 ' jpareotly written by Mrs. Lorillard.
today to Governor McCreery, Ken- yesterday but found that she had lost
DOWN.
SUGAR
COMING
of
articulation
0
voice.
and
sociation. Sanitary plumbing, drink retreating. Rojas' force was far out- pearl fishers lost their lives. The The note, according to Coroner
Her
?5f
that
Governor
power
her
Hadley
tucky,
was a steamer of 2,182 berg asked that no one but herself
New York, April 3. All grades of ing fountains and healthful working numbered and without a base of supwould be sent to each of these states has gone completely and she comwas built at Glasgow: be blamed for the act, and stated Bhe
cents
tons
net.
were
She
reduced
five
and
n
of
a
refined
of
m
aid
of
sugar
the
the
local
a
are
fund for municates by
,
as the nucleus
plies,
pencil
place
taking
quarters
was tired of it all."
A telegram received
here today in 1900..
a hundred pounds today.
The Red Cross a' so writing pad.
healthful surroundings, he said.
flood sufferers.
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TAOS
UNITED 8TATE8 GOVERNMENT
IS EXPECTED TO STOP SALE

coats
Stylish, attractive ready-to-weand suits, guaranteed to stay shapely
and satisfy you for two full seasons.

OF LIQUOR

ar

8nta F, N. M April 3. -- The report hu reached Taos that the United States government will soon close
the saloons of Taos and Penaaco.
The ground on which the town of
Taos now stands, at one time was a
part of the grant owned by the Taos
Indians but many years ago ithls land
was sold to the white. But the
rumor goes that as this was once Indian land and the town is within the
three ml lee limit of he present boundaries of the Indian Brant that the
government contends that it has the
right to atop the sale of liquor. At
Penaaco, the town Is partly on the
San Juan and Santa Clara Indian reservations and If this la so there is
but little doubt but what: the government according to law has the power to close saloons at that point A
few weeks ago the government clos
ed the saloons at Rmbudo on the
same ground and forbid the Denver!
and Rio Grande railroad to ship in
toxicants across the Indian reserva
,

fashions go but the one certain characteristic of
woman, the whole world over is that she is well groomed.
She looks always as though she had just stepped out of a band box.
Her clothes seem ever to have just left the hands of the tailor.
You can always have that fresh, neat, stylish look if you insist on the
Wooltex label in your coats and suits.
For the Wooltex guarantee means more than mere wear.
It means lasting freshness certain shapeliness for two full seasons.

FASHIONS come and

Wooltex is not a fabric
It means high grade coats and suits designed
and made by The H. Black Company of Clev-

elandthe leading designers and makers of
women's garments.

ion

Thirty Apaches Before Grand Jury
i ne leuenu grana jury toaay
re
turned one indictment and two no
bills.
The court wem In session
with Judge Wlliam H. Pope on the
bench and Harry Lee, clerk, in attendance. A number of unimportant
motions were disposed of. The real
work of the session will not begin
until the petit Juries meet on May
6.
The cases from the different parts
of the state continue to come In, but
as yet a docket for the term has not
been made. All day the stairways and
halls of the federal building (have
been the camping place of about 30
Jioarilla Apaches, who have been subpoenaed by the grand Jury and are
now being examined. They watch
the methods of the white men's court
with curious eyes, and each new process 1s a cause of wonderment to
them that is notleeable in the play
of their beady black eyes. The Indians are under the charge of United
States Indian Agent P. R. Wadsworth
of Dulce.
Nam's of Grand Jurors
The following will constitute the
0 waw.1 jrvn-- i wv at thtJ) present
term of the United States District
court for the district of New Mexico
which began at the federal building
yesterday morning:
Raymundo Harrison, Anton Chlco:
D. j. Rankin,
Albuquerque; Ramon
Martinez, La Oueva: Francisco Sandoval, Rivera; W. W. Ogle, Roswell;
.T. D.
.Tordon, Rodeo; Macario Galle--os- .
Mora: H. P. Vigil, Las Vegas;
W. J. Morgan, Roosevelt; Pedro Sanchez. Ocate: Jose C. Chavez, Belen;
Merced Montoya, Monticello, William
J. Doering, Carrizozo; Prank Tondre,
Los Lunas: Jack Stephens, Lords-burg- ;
Prank Lucero, Gibson; A. E.
Macey, Dexter; Rafael Romero, Mora; Ben Martinez, Blanco; Cleofes
ML
Baca, Colonlas; Alexander
Taos.
Gus-dor-

.

,

f.

.

A
cucrai vuurx uracr
The folowlng order in the matter of
the transfer of cases from former
courts of New Mexico was Issued by
Federal Judge William H. Pope Saturday:
In the United States district court
for the district of New Mexico.
In the matter of the transfer of
cases from the former courts of New
.

Mexico.

Order
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 15 of the Enabling Act, approved

June 20, 1910.
It is ordered, as to any cases or
controversies pending on the United States side of the district courts
of the territory of New Mexico at the
am
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and as to all cases or controversies
pending In the district courts of the
territory of New Mexico at the admission of this state which if begun
within a state would have fallen with- in the exclusive original cognizance of
a circuit or district court of the
United States sitting therein, That all
files, records and proceedings relating to the same shall forthwith be
delivered by the clerk, of the state
court having custody thereof to the
United States marshal upon his re
ceipt therefor, to be by the marshal
transmitted to the clerk of this court
V be by him docketed as a cause in
this court.
H is further ordered that, in all
cases which shall be or shall have
been upon the application of a party
thereto removed into this court, a cer
tified copy of all files, records and
m the tender

of the legal

fees

Woolte. Stylta

Wooltex Price

Wooltc x styles arc always frtsN,
always charming; each one passed
upon by Mme. Savarie, head of
the Wooltex Fashion Bureau, an
institution thai spends fso.ooo a
year for style alone. An institution whose members
gather the
t
styles of France and adapt
them to the needs of
American women.
All this that the Wooken label
may always guarantee authoritative
style even as it does superior quality.

Modem methods of manufacture
and unusual buying facilities have?
enabled us to give you lite utmost
value in every Wooltex coat, suit
or skirt.
Our prices, when the style and
quality of our garments are
are altogether modest
Coats
Suits
Skirts

1S to MS

$2Sto$5S
S6 to $20

Where To Get
Nearly

Thm

a thousand merchants ten

Woottea.
Moat of then nay,
Mine is The
Store That Sella Wooltex ' "
Theirs may not always be the
biggest stores or the beat locations
But

they err pretty sure to be
thoroughly reliable end to give
you good value for every dollar
you spend.
That is why we ash you to shop at'
the Wooltex Store.

Write to The H Black Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for a
copy of the Wooltex Spring Style Book, beautifully
illustrated.
Be sure and see the Wooltex spring
garments in your own city at

The Store That Sells Wooltex
Las Vegas'Loadm
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therefor. Immediately be made up by
ed that .ladies will be admitted free
the proper state clerk and shall by
to the Los Angeles park, every day
him within 20 days from the filing of
BASEBALL NOTES.
except Saturday and Sunday.
such application for removal, be tran
Rumor has it that Hank Perry, now
smitted to the clerk of this court to
with the Detroit Tigers, will be sent
be by him docketed as a cause In this
Since the season of 1903 no less bafk to the Pro vidence club. Perry
court.
49 men have managed clubs in headed the International
than
league in
It Is further ordered that this rule
considered
and w
b&ttitrgiSjt
the
American
year
and
National
l3a,Tues.
a
of March 1, ,1312.
take tfapt
one, of the finds of the season.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, this March Some of these men have drifted from
A new
one club to another in the sam.i cir
pitcher, "Lefty" Kellogg,
30. 1912.
has
Joined the Pittsburg Pirates. Kelcuit, and have occasionally transfei-W. H. POPE,
United States District Judge. ed their operations to the otae.-- !ea-- I logg is six feet three inches tall and
The clubs, the managers and built In proportion, weighing now 208
gue.
the order of their succession fuUw: pounds. He has been pitching in the
NO INDIGESTION
OR
National league New York, John Panama Canal zone for about a year
STOMACH DISORDER Graw; Chicago, Frank Selee, Frank and a half.
During the recent damp spell the
.Chance; Pittsburgh, Fred Clarke;
with the Cubs, "with noth
No Gas, Heartuurn, Sourness or Dysyoungsters
Philadelphia, Charley Zimmer, Hugh
to do until tomorrow," rolled so
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
pepsia Five Minutes Later
Duffy, Billy Murray, Charley Dooin; ing
not
now
some
many
Manamo
to
this
clgarrettes,
St.
get
Why
according
Louis, Patsy Donovan,
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
Charley
prodment, and forever rid yourself of Nichols, Jimmy Burke, John McCIos-key- , ger Chance, that he was compelled to
but has put his personality and reputation behind his
uct,
"call"
them.
stomach trouble and indigestion? A
The
alPeerless Leader
Rober Bresnahan: Pinclnnnti
statements.
lows the veterans to do as they
dieted stomach gets the blues and Joe Kelly, Ned
Hanlon, John Ganzei,
Give
He can be trusted because his very business existence is af stake.
it a good eat, then Clark Griffith, Hank
but the Infants have to be
grumbles.
O'Day; Brook- please,
take Rape's Diapepsin to start the di lyn, Ned Halon,
have.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
Patsy Donovan, Harcapital, nor
Buffalo has made the White Sox
gestive Juices working. There will be ry Lumley, Bill Dahlen; Boston, Al
in making the goods right, but in
only
no dyspepsia or belching of gas or
which
advertising,
an
offer for "Lena" Blackburne, but
Buckenberger, Fred Tenney, Joe Kelwill not prove permanently profitable if he fails to
eructations of undigested food: no ly, Frank
If
make
he
out
goes
of the big league the
Bowerman,
Harry Smith,
secure repeat orders.
good
feeling like a lump of lead In tile Fred Lake, Fred
chances
are
he
that
will
land
with
Tenney, John Kling.
ptomaeh or heartburn, glolr, headache
The advertising is not only a' protection to the trade name, but it
Hugh Duffy's Milwaukee team. BlackAmerican
league
Philadelphia
burne cost the White Sox $11,000 two
nd dizziness, and your food will not Connie Mack; Detroit, Ed
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Barrows,
ferment and poison your breath with Bill
Armour, George Stallings, Hugh years ago, but has never been able
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
nauseous odors.
catch step with the Comlsky crew.
goods, beCleveland, Bill
Jennings;
Armour,
however
much
cause,
confidence
50
the
dealer
costs
or
manufacturer
only
(
Papa's Diapepsin
Nap Lajoie, Jim Moaulre, George
may have in them, he has not enough faith In them to spend
cents for a largo case at any drag
GOOD NEWS.
Stovall, George Davis; Boston, Jimmy
in telling others of their goodness.
store here, and will relieve the most
money
Collins, Chick Stahl, Bob Unglaub, Many East Las Vegas Readers Have
obstinate case of Indigestion and upHeard It and Profitted Thereby.
George Huff, Jim McGulre, Fred
It
to Buy
set stomach In five minutes.
"Good
news travels fast," and the
Jake
Donovan,
Stahl;
Lake,
Patsy
to
take
is
better
else
There
nothing
Chicago, Clark Griffith, Jimmy Calla- thousands of bad back sufferers in
gas from stomach and cleanse the han. Fielder
Jones, Billy Sullivan, East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
stomach and intestines, and, besides.
Duffy,
Callahan; New prompt relief is within their reacn
Hugh
Jimmy
one single dose will digest and pre
York, Clark Griffith, Norman Elber-feld- , Many a lame, weak and aching back
pare for assimilation Into the Mood
Hal Chase, Is bad no more, thanks to Doan's KidGeorge Stallings,
all your food the same as a sound,
Pills. Our citizens are telling
Harry Wolverton; Washington, Tom ney
healthy stomach would do it.
the
good news of their experience
Jim
Jake
Stahl, Joe Cantillon,
When Diapepsin works, your stom Loftus,
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
ach rests gets itself in order, cleans McAleer, Clark Griffith; St Louis, is an example worth reading:
Jim McAleer, Jack O'Connor, Rhody
up and then you feel like eating
8. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
when you come to the table, and Wallace.
Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Douglas
President Ward of the Boston NaWOMEN FOR GOOD ROADS
what you eat will do you good.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer
will
Braves
tionals
Chicago,
perhaps take his
April 3. Nearly one thou-saAbsolute relief from all stomach
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills to1913
to
for
Bermuda
training.
delegates,
representing women's
misery is waiting for you as soon as
day as when I first publicly recom- clubs
to
the
from
other
and
organizations
reports
According
takes
a
little
to
decide
Ddapepstin
you
mended them about seven years ago.
Tell your druggist that you wan Washington training camp Pitcher At that time Doan's Kidney Pills throughout Illinois, were on hand toPape's Diapepsin, because you want, to Tom Hughes' injured hand is as good were procured at the Center P ock day at the opening of what is believed
to be the first convention of women
as ever.
I9?aecm0Ved from03 East Lincoln to
become thoroughly cured this time
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved ever
Street and will be pleased to meet
held In America for the sale
CinHank
of
the
O'Day,
Manager
me of backache and other symptoms
Remember, if your stomach feels
new
as
well
as old customers.
of
promoting the good Toads
out of order and uncomfortable now cinnati team, has decided to cut out of disordered kidneys. The benefits purpose
I am
the"
movement.
Miss
all the latest, newest and nobJane
Addams,
showing
exhibition
games for the Reds derived have been permanent,"
you can surely get relief in five mln Sunday
biest patterns for the
noted
settlement
worker,
presided
while in the east this season.
season. I guarutes.
F.0
sale
all
dealers. Price
For
by
antee you satisfaction spring
over the initial session, which waB
in fit and workmFoster-Milbur- n
Stelnfeldt or Smith will play third cents.
Co.,
Bufftlo.
f
New York
alT
base for the St. Louis Cardinals in New York, sole agents for the United held this afternoon at the Auditorium
hotel. The convention will continue
PORTLAND DOG SHOW OPENS.
case Mike Mowery fails to report States.
Portland. Ore., April 3. The thir- Mike is holding out for mere coin.
Remember the name Doan's an! over tomorrow.
teenth annual bench show of the Portno other.
take
of
the
McGraw,
Manager
Giants,
land Kennel club opened today under says that there la no chance for any
You will look a good while before
you find a better medicine for coughs
conditions pointing to the most suc- of his new men, even the pitchers, to
IN
14
6
CURED
TO
PILE3
DAYS
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
cessful show In the history of the make the
outfit on the Your druggist will refund money if Remedy. It not
only gives relief--it
club. Several hundred prize winning team this year.
cures. Try it when you have a
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
dogs from prominent kennels throughThe girls of Los Angeles are willing case of Itching, Blind,
cough or cold, and you are certain
Bleeding or to be pleased with the
out the northwest are included in the to elect Manager Hen Berry to any
prompt cure
6
snc
14
In
to
days.
Protruding Piles
whioh It will effect.
For sale by all
i
exhibits.
office he desires, since Hen announc For sale by all ruggists
dealers.
1
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maintains a strength which la more
than equal to that of the combined
AT
strength of any other two. Of the
tons of naval armament
1,834,502
DUNCAN
which she could immediately mobi-- i
like, for attack ox defense the United
States, the next in naval rank, could
oppose but 769,000, while Germany,
AWAY
now third in the list of naval powers,
has only 745,000 tons Immediately
Even if the naval weight
available.
THE POWERFUL
NATIONS ARE of
RAILROAD MEN ARE REQUESTED
Krance, fourth m the U8t o nava,
CONTINUING TO BUILD IM- were thrown in the balance.
TO BE CAREFUL WITH
MENSE BATTLESHIPS.
ner 040,000 tons of available arma- ment would not be suffici nt to
To every person suffering
The Hague and the efforts come the Brltl8h
Santa Fe, N. M., April 3. Effecwith
an old sore or chronic
preponderance,
of the peace societies naval construe
tive April 1 the railroads with headRevolution.
the
best
ulcer,
in
news
Dreadnoughts'
this
very
Uon still continues Its resemblance to
Xne advent of the aU.blg.gun Bhip,
paper is contained in the present quarters in Topeka, announced that
the brook in its disposition to flow or
article. It is rood news herausA they had adopted in addition to their
as the type is more
dreadnought,
on.
The British pronunciamento
it is true; it tells of a way to get rid of these plague spots which so regular rules the Interstate commerce
popuIarly knowrit wrought alm08t aB
against the further racr-ras- e
af anna- a revolution ln navai construe often sap the strength and vitality, and best of all, this permanent cure commission regulations for the trans
is in reach of every one.
ments had. hardly ceased to echo gntt
portation of dangerous articles and
aa
tIon
dld the bate between the
It is an absolutely true statement to say that every old sore or explosives.
the
to
nation
which
through Germany,
Monitor md the Merrimac And it chronic
ulcer exists solely because of bad blood. Outside contaminaIt had been pointedly addressed, he-- ,g toward the
These regulations have been for
upbuiidlns of tni8 type tions or influences
may increase the local inflammation, but such warded to the railroad headquarters
fore was heard the acclaim which ac that the nations are now so
feverishly
have nothing to do with keeping the place open. It is the in- of the Santa Fe
companied the
and Rock Island In
launching of the striving. As Great Britain brought things
fected
blood discharging its impurities through a weak spot on the
had distributed over the sys
Queen Mary, Great Britain's greatest out the first of the type and as Bhe flesh
Topeka
that does this, and the sore will continue, gradually growing tems
from this city. The rules really
engine of war. It was only a day or began its construction during the war worse, until the blood is
purified of the exciting cause.
two later that the Tegetthoff, an Aus- - between Russia and
are nothing more than the regula
Japan, it has
See how nature points to the cause through the symptoms. The tions
took b
adopted by the American Rail
DOnularly supposed that the les inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fpet that external
way association several years ago but
the water, while immediately preced- gon of the
first
Taii
.bfgwi shlp
applications never have any curative effect on the 30. e, show that now that the interstate commerce
ing the two launchings, the navy ae-- teught by that war and that 0feat deep down in the circulation .there is a morbid cause which
prevents
partment of this country signed con Britain, being the ally of Japan, was the place from healing. But more convincing proof thr t bad blood is commission has been awakened to the
confact that there Is merit in them, the
for
the
with
tracts
shipbuilders
the first to profit by it.
responsible for old sores, is furnished by the fact that ven removing
struction of two
trace
of
visible
the
ulcer by surgical operation does not cure; railroads have joined hands gladly.
But, as a matter of fact, plans for every
The fact that heavy penalties have
to
which are to be vastly
U.Q all.blK.Klm ghlp8 were prepared the sore always returns.
been
fixed to b applied to the shipper
sent
hitherto
we
have
which
S. S. S. heals old sores because it is the greatest of all blood
anything
by American navy officers soon after
and
the
oar;"r who disregard the
afloat
it
into
and
circulation
removes
the
the
from
cause
the
goes
the close of the war with Spain, and purifiers;
rules of iv ing and shlrroinir dan
blood.
A compilation maue oy tue iuuU..
inblood
When
the
has
is
been
no
there
pigeon-hole- s
in
purified
were
Linger
any
thege
reposing
3 and explosives, has
gerous ar:
Engineer shows that during the year )n
nrfvy departmcnt when admiral-o- f flammatory or infectious matter to irritate the place and nature ca'ises attracted
retention In railway circles.
a
and
natural
of
When
S.
ulcer.
certain
S.
the
S.
has
1911 28 vessels, with an aggregate
cleansed
healing
news
that
,ieg were electrlfied by the
Bfefioi i 235 and 236 of the act of
tonnage of more than 500,000 tons, :;rrtat Britain had quietly built and as the circulation and the place is well, it is not a surface urc not simply
Mareli i, 1909, require the shipper of
a smoothing over of the outward evidence, but it is a perfect and perwere launched". As the cost of a mod- - qn(etly Iaunched an
ship
era dreadnought or cruiser battleship, and nad named lt Dreadnought. There manent cure, because every vestige of the old cause has been driven dangerous articles to describe and
out. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, cleansing and mark his packages properly and to
with its guns and armor, Is fully w;is ap immedlate dusuDg off of these
Mr. George Dill who will appear est emoUon without the
in their nature, and of great tonic value. It is a medicine Inform the agent of the carrier of
resort to
twice as much as that of a modern od p,ang and the new dreadn0llghts invigorating
of
at
is
to
the Duncan opera house tonight in vocal or gesticular
as
effective
and
true
the
old
with
the
character
as
of
their
adapted
contents.
any
age,
persons
just
exaggeration.
liner, the cost of the 28 that were 1)eiaware and North Dakota resulted with the
young or middle aged. Under the purifying and tonic effects Heavy penalties are provided for the "The Squaw Man" as one of the lead- Such an aotor is George Dill of the
launched during the twelve months from one get and the
of S. S. S. the system is greatly strengthened and benefited. To hear shipper who knowingly solicits the
to the new school "Squaw Man" company. Young as
have been sufficient to have noughts Michigan and South Carolina of S. S. S. has been good news to thousands, it is
news for you. transportation of dangerous articles ing stars, belongs
he is, he has learned the tecnique
good
of actors. The new school is really
set afloat 10 Mauretanias, 10 Olym- lrom the 0ther.
If you wish any special advice about an old sore or ulcer write without
of
his art ln the best academy the
with
these
complying
requirepics, W) Kronprinzessin Cecllie, 8
The type which na8 set nations at for our free book, and ask our medical department to give any instruc- ments, as weell as for the carrier that the oldest school of all, but it is the actor can command, the theater. Mr.
No charge for the book or dvice. knowingly
Gampanias and 8 Majesties. The 450,- Ue effon t0 surpa8a one another had tions you may feel the need of.
fashion to say that the actor makes Dill is a Canadian,
transports them.
having been born
S.
S
at
is
S.
sold
stores.
000 tons of armored construction that jtg
this
While
drug
0ff
santiago.
orjg!n
To promote the uniform enforce- a departure, whose methods ate nat-- in Toronto and as a youns star,
would
the
down
THE
was laid
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
year
during
nation was
shouting itself hoarse
ment of law and to minimize the dan- ural, whose eyes are always turned well known, and his name la seen In
have paid for a merchant fleet almost over tbat vict0ry the naval officers
gers to life and property Incident to on truth, and whose greatest tri- many a brilliant cast in all the meas numerous and coBtly as the one wll0 had taken part in it were soberly tiou. To
the seven which ehe already wnich are being built by Germany and the transportation by land In inter-sitat- e umphs are the picturing humanity as tropolitan theaters of the east, Mr.
enumerated.
commerce of dangerous articles lt is, and the expressing of the great- - Dill needs no introduction.
figuring out the percentage of hits has Germany is adding nine others. Japan. Evolved from the armored
Each Power Hard at It.
made.
had
They
wnch our ships
France, at the beginning of the year, cruiser type, the battle crulBer has other than explosives, the regulations
The data gathered by the London found that 1t was only a fraction more
AVOID HARSH DRUGS.
had 21
THE TEMPLE OF FAME.
ready for not found favor with our navy depart- are prescribed to define these
Rngineer, which brings the compila-- : tnan 2 pPr cent that is, for every service, the
for freight transportation purnow be- ment, the launching of the Montana
The Goddess within the Temple is
Into
Cathartics
Tend
Cause
Many
tion up to January, shows the inex-- hundred shells fired at the enemy
now taking a wide view or the worid
ing classed as ships bunt or laid six years ago marking the end of ar- poses, to state the precautions that
jury to the Boweis.
orable progress of naval preparation. onl two i00 effect, even at the rela down
and finds that fame may be, alter
before 1906, the year which ush- mored cruiser construction in this must be observed by the shipper in
If you are subject to constipation,
Today we count eight first class pow-- tively close range at which the bat ered in
preparing them for shipment, and by
the
all,
type.
dreadnought
country.
something of a delusion.
ers. The statistics show that every a
aH
trmeht. Then amid the
the carrier and handling them while you should avoid strong drugs and
counIncreased
last
her
Notwithstanding
The
that, Miss Mary
of
this
year
Japan
department
navy
men
to
in transit. It is the duty of each cathartics. They only give temporary Clements will
oe of these has largely added its needless clamor over victory, the
draw rapt attention to
fleet by the addition of the try continues to pin its faith to the
relief
and
harmful
their
reaction
rto
naval streength during the year gone 0( tbe naVy began asking themselves
is
carrier
make the prescribed reguJoan D'Arc (Jeanne Dare).
Setsu, a dreadnought with 12
dreadnought, and in Its last issue the lations effective and to thoroughly
During
and sometimes more annoying than
by. For many years Great Britain's tne question as to what would have
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Scientific-Americaof
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says
every
matter
encounter
no
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way effect France
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DELGADO

Yesterday Elected Mayor of Town of Las Vegas.
By an overwhelming majority the
entire republican ticket was elected
yesterday In the municipal election
held in the town of Las Vegas. Offi
cers elected are: Lorenzo Delgado,
mayor; Manuel Martinez, marshal;
Luis E. Armljo, clerk; Juan F.
trustee First ward; William
B, Stapp, trustee Second ward; Isidro
Archuleta, trustee, Third ward; Salo
mon Ase, trustee Fourth ward.
The republicans were opposed by
a demacrattopwjgresslve ticket headed by E. Barber. Delgado's majority
over Barber
SUt. The fish wns
centered upon the candidate for
town marshal. Former Probate Judge
Manuel Martinez was elected over his
opponent, Miguel Romero, by the reduced majority of 89. Luis E. Armijo
defeated Demetrio Perez for clerk by
the majority of 192 votes.
the
Owing to a misunderstanding
democratic-progressiv- e
tickets in each
ward contained only the names of
the candidates for mayor, clerk, mar-hsa- l
and the two trustees to be se- Kav-anaug-

;

HOW T XtT HUES

"WEAKEN"

"t'aft Unci- Weaken" oxclaime an
-

a.ouiaed Roosevelt organ as It scans

preachers, farmers, merchants, manufacturers and public-spirite-d
and
$1,050 FULLV EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
thoughtful men and women of all professions and from all walks of life.
These conferences, of which, for more
than ten years, Robert C. Ogden, the
great New York philanthropist, has
been the presiding officer, are among
the most important gatherings for the
promotion of education in general
and of education in the south In particular. No other agency has had so
large an influence on the educational
development of the south. No phase
of the educational, economic and civic
life of the southern states has failed
to be helped by these conferences,
the influence of which has even been
felt In the remotest sections of the
Telephone or call and we will hav;- uur demonstrator
north, east and west.
The program of the conference lsj
show you.
comprehensive and the subjects to!
be considered and discussed embrace
Machine Go.
Las Vegas Automobile
practically every phase axd problems
or an eaucauonai, economic or civic
nature of Importance to the develop-- )
VVhalen. & Fowler Props
Phjne Main 344.
ment of the south. The various subjects will be considered not alone in
the general conferences, but at spe
cial conferences for which round-tabldiscussions have been arranged. The
list of speakers contains the names
of many noted men, among them Hon.
Walter L. Fisher, secretary of the in
terior, Hon. Jacob M. Dickinson, former secretary of war; Hon. Ben W.
of Tennessee;
Hooper,
governor
Right Rev. Thomas T. Gallor, bishop
of Tennessee; Dr. St. Clair McKel- way, editor of the Brooklyn Eagle;
Hon. Job E. Hedges, the noted jour
nalist and lawyer, of New York; Dr.
Walter L. Page, editor ot the World's
Work; Dr. Charles W. Dabney, president of the University of Cincinnati;
Dr. Edwin A. Alderman, president of
AND
the University of Virginia; Count J.
$3.90
H. von Bernstorff, German ambassaCASH
dor to the United States; Jonkheer
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from Texas, and many others.
The coupons in LARABEE'B Flour are also good for Rogers Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
In connection with this conference
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several other important organizations,
-MILLED
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such as the Association of Southern
FOR
State Superintendents of Education,
SALE
the Association of Rural School InBY
spectors, Superintendents of City and
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Country Schools, the Association of
Southern College Women and a number of others will hold meetings nere
during the three days of the
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lected from that particular ward. In
accordance with the law governing
town elections the republican ballots
contained the names of all of the
candidates for the town council. This
caused some confusion in the count
ing, but as each candidate for trustee defeated his rival in his own particular ward, there was never any
doubt as to the outcome of the election. Following is the vote by wards:
First Ward
Por mayor Delgado 142, Barber 57.
Delgado's majority 85; for marshal
Maiilhex 9";' Romero lu2, Romero's
majority 5; for iclerk Armijo 128,
Perez 73, Armijo's majority 55: for'
trustees Kavanaugh 131, Angel 62.1
Kavanaugh's majority 69, Stapp 131,
Archuleta 131, Ase Itl, Lujan I, Gon

for trustees Kavanaugh 126, An4, Stapp 126, George J. Herman
66, Stapp's majority
60, Archuleta,
124, Lujan 7, Ase 118, Gonzales 2.
Third Ward
Por mayor Delgado 114, Barber 46,
Delgado's majority 68; for marshal-Marti- nez
103, Romero 54, Martinez's
majority 49; for clerto Armijo 111,
Peres 47, Armijo's majority 64; for
trustees Kavanaugh 110, Archuleta
108, Lujan 46, Archuleta's
majority
62, Ase 105, Stapp 110, Gonzales 9.
Fourth Wid
For mayor Delgado 71, Barber 49,
Delgado's majority 22; foY marshal
Martinez 70, Romero 51, Martinez's
73,
majority 19; for clerk Armijo
Perez 4S, Armijo's majority 25; for
trustees Ase 67, Gonzales 53, Ase's
zales 1.
Second Ward
majority 14, Archuleta 72, Lujan 1,
For mayor Delgado 136, narber! Stapp 73, George J. Herman 0, Kav
61, Delgado's majority 73; for mar-- ' anaugh 73, Angel 0.
shal, Martinez 112, Romero 86, Mar-The election was hotly contested
tinez's majority "26: for clerk Ar- but was the most orderly In the his
mijo 123, Perez 75, Armijo's majority tory of Las Vegas.
48;
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the political horizon and notes the
accumulating strength of the presl
dent and the utter failure of the
rough rider "stanivede" (throughout
the states. And then it proceeds to
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ciuote
Washington correspondent to the effect that the New York Sun has suggested that Mr. Justice Hughes might
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We make a study of yout comfort.
If your glasses annoy you call on

-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

Phone Main

S

,i

in New York City.
C. K. Hall of La Junta came in last
night from Colorado and was in Las
Vegas today ou business.
Mrs, Pete Roth left this afternoon

'o

r
JUST

I Bake your food with a
pure,Cream of Tartar I

busl-nees-

WINTERS DRUG CO.

RECEIVED

FLOODS

Baking Powder I

Manufacturing Optician,

Or Prices

606 DOUGLAS AVE.

See DR. HOUF

Powder
Baking
Cream of

TAKE AN

ENORMOUS TOLL
for Houston for an extended visit
with friends and relatives.
State Senator L. C. Ilfeld,
r'rom Page One)
(Contin-iet- i
several days In Las Ve.as,
will leave tomorrow morning for Sanaverage depth for two blocks was
ta Fe.
S
Inches and still rising.
Louis Shupp, formerly with the
Trains on the Nashville, ChattaCharles Ilfeld company, returned this
and St. Louis railroad are said
afternoon from an extended trip to nooga
to be stopping about eight miles
Globe, Ariz.
away. There Is no way for relief
Mrs. Davis,
accompanied by her to reach here
by this route unless efdaughter, Mrs. Harry Wright, who forts to construct
detourlng track are
has been visltlns? her, left last night
successful. County roads are said
for Sharon, Perm.
to be Impassable for teams
Rev. B. B. Martin of Idaho Springs.
When the levee at Dorena, on the
Colo., is In Las Vegas on a short visit.
Mlsnourl side broke, volunteers from
Mr. Martin is on a vacation trip and
here went to the scene. Dorena is
will be here several days.
only a postofflce but in the commr.n-itHarry W. Kelly left this afternoon
surrounding there are upwards of
Mr.
on a business trip to Boston.
1,200 persons.
Kelly will stop off at Trinidad tonight
and in points In the east.
Three Track Inspectors Killed
State Senator John S. Clark reLouisville,
Ky., April 3. The reson
turned to Santa Fe this afternoon
left Fulton, Kentucky,
cue
that
party
train No. 1. George Tripp, member
to search for three
last
late
night
of the house of representatives, also
men said to have been Wiled while
returned to the Capital City this
they were inspecting tracks along the
Illinois Central railroad did not reH. F. Tllten, who has charge of the
port today.
commissary department of the con
The three victims were:
vict camp in the upper Galllnas can
Illinois Central
H. F. Duipoyster,
yon, was in Las Vegas today.
road supervisor, Fulton, Kentucky.
E. C. de Baca, lieutenant governor,
J. A. Henry, Jackson, Tennessee.
was in Las Vegas yesterday and toK. Davis,
fireman, Jackson,
day visiting his family. Mr. Baca
came in from Santa Fe to attend the
The men were Inspecting the
town election.
tracks for washouts. Forty miles
F. R. Payne, who was storekeeper south of Fulton ithe train went
at the Casteneda hotel, duriag the through, a bridge, according to the re
absence of Ca1 Burns, left ester- port received here.
day for Albuquerque, where ne will
Danger Line Approached
be employed as night clerk it the
St. Louis, April 3. With the Mis
Alvardo hotel.
Mrs. W. M. Bodgett of Wisconsin, sissippi river gauge here registering
29.8 feet, the weather bureau today
who Is spending seyeral months In
In a special forecast, predicted a fur- will
this
afternoon
leave
Las Vegas,
1.2 feet On the St. Louis
Mrs. Bodgett receiv- ther rise of
for Milwaukee.
of the river SO feet Is considered
side
ed word yesterday of the death of one
the danger line. Since the recent
of her children.
Improvements In the levee system
Elmer Fowler, of the Whalen par- of East St. IxhiIs the
danger line
age, went to Albuquerque last night there Is 32 feet.
and will drive In from the Duke City
In an Overland 30 foredoor touring
Whole Town Under Water
car, which will be delivered to a
Maiden, Mo., Aiprll 3. The flood
local purchaser through Mr. Whalen, situation In New Madrid
county, esagient for the company.
pecially In the towns of New Madrid
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state, and Portageville, Is causing grave
who was In Las Vegas yesterday for concern today. The Cotton Belt has
the city election and to attend a abandoned train service into New
meeting of the board of regents of Madrid, as every Street Is covered
the New Mexico Normal University with water and boats are the only
held yesterday afternoon, returned to means of conveyance. Portageville,
Santa Fe last night.
on the main line of the Frisco railroad, also Is practically submerged
and many are moving their families
and belongings to higher lands. Wa
ter Is within 200 yards of La Forge,
a point In New Madrid county never
heretofore reached.
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Another line of new and
Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge, pongee, messaline, tissue, lawn

and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.
Don't fail to look at our line
elsewhere.

before purchasing

4

4

HOFFMAN AND

i

4

4

GRAUBARTH

The Popular Price Store.

Phone. Main 104.

Cafe De Luxe
The Best
SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS
HEPNER & BARNES,

4
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BE TRIED FOR MURDER
Waterloo la., April 3. Considerable
interest is manifested in the case of
.1. T. MeCaskill,
who is to be placed
on trial here tomorrow for the ala
leged murder of Henry Phillips,
TO

wealthy farmer. The killing is sali
to have resuled from a dispute between the two men over a sewing
machine. MeCaskill has never denied
the killing of Phillips, but declares
that he acted In

Cairo Feels Secure
Cairo, 111., April 3. Cairo and the
drainage district are safe today. The
river gauge registered 53.7 feet, 1.4
feet above all former records. While
there Is more water reported above
here, the government weather bureau predicted, that unlew heavy
rains fall on fine water shed of the
Ohio river the stage here will not
be above 54 feet.
More workmen were put on the
levees strengthening them where any
A
showed signs of wearing away.
bulkhead of five feet Is being placed
on all levees. Steamboats returned
from the Missouri side with refugees and livestock
Flood conditions up to 1 o'clock
wye itlhe same as earlier In the day.
The levees" around Cairo and the
drainage district stood firm with a
large army of cltisens, railroad laborers and members of the local militia company building bulkhead's, The
river rose but a fraetion of a tenth
of a foot.

e lour Own Ok
With I C Baking Powder any
housewife can easily make biscuit-;,
cakes and pastries that surpass the product of the wjorld'a
jfreatest chefs . A trial will prove
that to your entire satisfaction.

Send for the
K C

Cook's Book

See below

A lifetime of pleasant

If
IV W

bake-day-

s

if you use

BAKINC
POWDER

u.

Complin with the National and State Pure Pood Laws, Send for the K C
Cook's Book. You can have a copy FRKK. The K C Cook's Book, con-- "
tninins 90 tested,
recipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored
certificate packed iu the
can. Send it today.
9
Jaquea Mfg. Co., Chicago
easily-mad-

e

26

River Falling at Kansas City
Kansas City, April 3, Both the
Missouri and Kansas rivers were fall
ing here today and the weather remained fair. The government weath
said these streams
er forecaster

Graduate Oculist
AND

WMiUSiM

Work is Guaranteed
My Price8"Rea son a Ma.

My

AVENUE

OFFICE 506JIGRAND

NEW TYPE OF DESTROYER
would continue t recede for several
no indication of
Mass., April 3. The des
ws
Qulncy,
as
there
days,
rutin here.
troyer Henley, representing a type of
torpedo boat destroyer new to the
American navy, was
Situation Improving
successfully
Sioux City, la., Apr.1' 3. The dan- launched today at (the yard of the
company.
ger of serious floods t?n tae upper Fore River Shipbuilding
Missouri now seems ptfst. Reports The Henley will be the first of the
this afternoon indicate vhe river is destroyers fitted with both turbine
now open from Pierre, Scth Dakota and reciprocating engines. The reciprocating engines will be used for
to Omaha.
cruising at from ten to 16 knots
speed. When the vessel ig to be run
Worst Flood In 20 Ye?rs.
at a higher rate of speed the reel
Reports
Lexington, Ky., April 0
procating engines will be out out and
from eastern Kentucky today sfild the the
turbines operated. The contract
Kentucky, Red, Cumberland and Big speed of the
Henley Is set at 29 knots
streams
smaller
Sandy rivers and all
an hour, but it Is expected that she
are rising rapidly and the worst flofld will be able to make at least 31 knota
conditions In 20 years are feared.
The Henley Is named to commeValleyvlew and other towns on the morate the deeds of two brothers,
unKentuckp river already are partly
John Dandrldge Henley and Robert
der water
Henley. They were nephews of Martha. Washington and both were disFarm Land Flooded.
tinguished officers In the early days
Morphysbore, in., April 3. The Dc of the American navy. John Hengonla and Fountain Bluff levee. 20 ley commanded the Carolina, the
miles northeast of here, broke today vessel which so aided Andrew Jackand 30,000 acres of fanning land were son at New Orleans In breaking the
force of the advance of the .British
flooded. No loss of life was
army. Robert Henley served in the
navy during the war of 1812 and
MISSISSIPPI SUNDAY SCHOOLS
particularly distinguished himself at
Jackson, Miss., April 3. Wtih Sun- the battle of Lake Champlaln.
day school workers present from all
over the state, the annual convention Beware of Ointments fop Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
of the Mississippi Sunday School as- as mercury will
surely destroy the
sociation assembled today in this city. sense of smell and completely deSessions will be held for three days range the whole system when enterIn the First Baptist church. Subjects ing It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
relating to Sunday school work and except on prescriptions from reputdisand
will
taken
be
methods
up
able physicians as the damage they
cussed by such noted workers as Dr. will do is ten fold to the good you
and Mrs. H. M. Hamill of Nashville, can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
W. H. Wiggins of Dallas, Dr. R. R. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., conShepherd of St. Louis, and several tains no mercury, and Is taken Inothers. A musical program under the ternally, acting directly upon the
direction of Prof. E. O. Exell will be blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
a leading feature of the convention. Cure
be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken IntemaJIv and mada in To-- '
ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Price 75c per
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Mothers refuse coffee and
tea to their children yet, by
strange inconsistency, use
these beverages themselves.
Sooner or later, according
to the natural strength of the
individual, ill results are sure
tO follOW,

BANCROFT

OPERA

HOUSE..

April I1th.
IN

H0QD00S OR RIDDLES OF THE MIND
It Will Make You Laugh and Think
ADMISSION - - - 25c & 30c

CHILDREN

PRICE

HALF"

Capital Paid in

...jf;

Surplus
S50.000.00

$100,000.00
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M. CUNNINQHAft, President
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HOSKINS, Cashier.

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

All the family can drink

POSTUM

LolS Vegas

Savings Bank

with certainty of benefit.

The change from coffee or
tea to Postum has brought
health and comfort to thousands, and the delightful flavour of Postum (very like that
of good Java) makes the
change easy and pleasant.

"There's

a
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Dr. GEORGE GILBERT
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Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydoo
If. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pa.id on Deposis

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd,
Battle Creek, Mich,
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Many Senator
Own Hem

EGG,

SCHOOLS FOR THE

FRENCHMEN THOUGHT IT JOKE

and Representatives
Others Have to

Ambawador Juaaerand'a Request for
n Outdoor Sleeping Porch Not
Taken Serionsly at Home.

GREAT SOCIAL

The French government haa obtained a permit, blueprints and full specification for a fine new embassy buildAs French
ing here In Washington.

NEEDS

ERA

Pay Big

'

It waa In Arthur's administration
that a western senator was defeated

because some of his
for
opponents had a photograph taken of
the house in which he lived, a modest residence In a block; but the photograph waa ao manipulated as to
make It appear that the corner of the
block was the senator's palace, which
was sufficient to convince the dear
"peepul" that he waa an aristocrat
and bad waxed fat on his ill potion
pains and no longer felt the heartbeat of common humanity. So the
people would have no more of him
and sent him back to the farm to find
Buch consolation bs he could In re
heeling on the ingratitude of repub
lies and the shrewdness of unscrupulous political opponenta. It taught
To live in a
however.
Its
boarding house where slouchy servants served sloppy food In numerous
mall dishes that could be used either
bath-tub- .
pn table or as the canary's
bim conversation, like the Sunday
venlng "supper," was a rechauffe of
hmidday meal, was as much a part
pf the congressman's milieu as the
ploucb hat, "Prince Albert,'' and while
tie which proclaimed the southern anu
Cabinet minis(western "statesman."
ters, being In a class by themselves,
averc grouchlngly permitted to rent
bouses, but It laid them open to suspicion. It was more democratic to
live In a hotel whose prices made the
constituents of rural congressmen
le.-so-

Ka?p.
The boarding house era has gone
the muddy boots and the unln- aited guest at a White House recep- although there are still writers
Wa.;!:!ngton fiction who describe
high life of the boarding houses.
and representatives can own
their own houses, unless they are giv- Ing ambitious and unscrupulous oppolients a weapon for their undoing, and
they live In large or small houses accordingly as their means Justify. It
Is an economy for a member of congress, a senator especially, to buy a
house rather than to rent, for he will
have to spend a greater portion of the
next six years in Washington, and
be must either rent a furnished house
and pay several times the value of
the furniture during his term or buy
or bring his own furniture, while the
bouse he buyB will usually return
modest interest on the Investment.
Harper's Weekly.

TCO BUSY TO BAKE FOR TAFT
.Vs Champion
Bread Baker Was
.frald Her Product Would Make
President Fat.

architects rank among the best In the
world, the building will probably be
an attractive
structure, with hard
wood floors, modern plumbing, glasa
end decorated to suit.
But J. J. Juaserand, the French amthe
bassador, isn't certain whether
place Is going to be anything much
or not. In some respects the houses
that are shown in the daily papers suit
him much better, and be has made
bold to tell the French government
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HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY ANO BUSINESS? DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LOOSE NO. t. A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meet second and foartl,
A. M. Regular
munlcatlon first and
Thursday in O. R C. hall. Pionas
building.
third Thursday In cash
Visiting members are car
W. R. Tipton. G.
invited.
diaily
month. Visiting brothE.
P.
F. SMackel,
er
invited

New York, April 3. The social cencordially
In the public school Is brought RATES FoZ
. R. Murray,
CLASSIFIED
ADVER- - N. O. Herman, W. If.;
e
dan
forward as anantidote to the
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
TI8EMENTS
Secretary.
hall over the saloon by the Russell
Meet in the foreat of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the WorlS
Sage Foundation in a motion picture Five cena, Der ,ne each 5iertloni LA8 VEGAS CO M MAN DER Y, NO. 2,
drama which has just been produced
hail, on tht; oovond and fourth Fri"
Estimatijg ,(x ordinary words to a line
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Ref- with its
its
and
initiative
upon
io jo a0 occupy less space than two aAiaOkuiar conclave second Tue-Bs- v day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Inasmuch as Juaserand Is going to
"Charlie's Reform" Is the
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Via
live in the place, his government asAll adverti:ments
Mrs. Kidder I wonder how Columcharged
day In each month at Ma
name of this new Edison photoplay. W11K h hnnkeH at cnace
sumed, quite logically, that he and his bus made the
lng neighbors are especially w
mm
on
D.
end?
arfiiallv
sonic Temple at 7:30 p, m. C.
egg stand
to
facts
brought
wife would have some little curiosity
The
come and cordially invited.
astounding
wlHhout regard to number of words. Boucher, 8. C, Cha. Tamme, Re
Kidder Easy. He shook It around
to see the plans and note the locavice commission
Chicago
the
by
light
In
the
feet
chicken's
CA.
the
had
until
aHva
In
be
nr r.
.
nrT
w. rrH
So
'order.
tions of closets and bathrooms.
itho epidemic of "to ieh"
F. O. E. Meets flrt and third Tuesbig end of the egg. and then stood him together with
they sent him blueprints showing the on
trecreated
have
winter
i
this
dances
them.
day evenings each month, at Wood
front, side and rear elevations and the
mfinlniiB Interns! in the subject Of
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers corinterior arrangements.
MASONS Regular convocar
ARCH
voune neonle'a amusements. Mroad
Jusserand promptly wrote back to
dially invited to attend. A. M.
HE FELT BAD.
tlon first Monday in each
bis government saying he wtBhed,
nearly two score of cities nava j&r
Adler, President; E. C. Ward.
month st Masonic Temwhile they were about It, that they
ganlzed opportunities for rpcr"a(fjon
would build a house with a tew of the
in some of their public schoornjp'U8pf,.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
For ex
more modern conveniences.
William, H. P.; F. O.
But social workers are now begin
DENTISTS.
ample, he pointed out no American
U
Blood, Secretary.
is tli'jf natural
ning to realize that
thinks of building a house nowadays
desire for companionship With the
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
without an outdoor sleeping porch and
Dentiat
also a cute little acreened porch
opposite sex which the anca tall
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2,
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
meets and for which iroiSi0n is not
where Ihey could serve afternoon tea.
Suit
Crockett
4,
Building. Hat pain
S.
third
Meet first and
Fridays
Jusserand'a letter caused much con- 'inool recreausually made in Hie
at office and residence.
B.
Mrs.
T.
Masonic
Bowen,
Temple.
gternation in his native land. The
tion center. The o:i:j center depictWorthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
French officials couldn't figure out
ed in this new phoffopiay makes It
Amer-RvitIn
few
a
Worthy Patron; Mr. George Tripp,
residence
ATTOKNEYS
wjjy
years'
possible for young ,4nen and women WANTED A stenographer.
Apply
ca Bnould, give a high born citizen so
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
archl-Hounder
meet
to
1015 Sixth street, city.
whojggome conditions.
many barbarous notions about
Grand avenue
HUNKER A HUNKER
The drama Is brsed upon the foltecture. After several weeks they an-p- f
Cheater A. Uutii
Geo. H. Hunker
gwered his sleeping porch communica-thlowing plot: ChHie, an athletic WANTED First class seamstress
at Law.
Attorney
his
him
ti0n and told
NO.
LODGE
1,
EL
DORADO
they enjoyed
young bookkeeper, and the mainstay
Inquire 902 Third street.
'New Men
La Vegaa,
tie Joke.
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS
Meets
of a widowed nether, Is calling up"Qf course, you cannot be serious."
every Monday era
on a sweet, womanly girl. The con- WANTED Young woman who has
tnBy gaj(ji jn wBnng to sleep publlc- PHYSICIANS
lnterru-ptionnlng in Castle Hall.
tinued
small
from
the
in
be
The
Send
outdoor porch might
very
bookkeeping.
experience
ly.
are
Knights
and
Visiting
brother
two mischievous sisters
nice for an American hunting cabin
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
correspondence care Box 548 Las
invited.
with its picturesque log finish, but for
cordially
make private conversation imposVegas, N. M.
chilSunday-schoo- l
Teacher
Now,
Physician and Surgeon
Chan. E. Liebsohan embassy building located In the
sible.
His, patience finally became
I treat all kinds of diseases,
bin
1
1
heart of a city, any arrangement for dren, you must love and obey your exhausted and when Helen's
nler, Cha n c e o r
parents WANTED Board in private family
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
one to sleep out on the porch would parents. Just think how you'd feel
Commander.
refuse to allow her to go out with
Harry
within walking distance of 900
no doubt excite much funny comment. If you had no father.
throat,' and the fitting of glasses.
Martin, Keeper of
Willie (who waa licked that morn-ng- ) him lie 'eaves.
block on Fourth street. S., Optic,
Furthermore, we do not know of any
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.
I'd feel a dern sight better than
On th, street Charlie
encounters
recognized school of architecture that
3421.
Vegas
feel now.
an acquaintance who Invites him to
provides for a special porch to sleep
Office: 506) Grand Avenue,
on."
a dan:e hall. At this resort he takes
csldence: 705 Sixth Street
NO.
Jusserand threw up his hands with
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
hla first step In a downward career.
A WOMAN'S AIM.
a despairing gesture on receipt of the
102 Meets every Monday night at
Hla intemperance soon results in the FOR RENT Best potato ranch in
letter, asked for one more window in
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TINE CARD
loss
becomes
and
of
his
he
Ideal
resort.
position
health
Good
county.
the front bedroom, and let It go at
1
are
Vis
8
member
o'clock.
ting
a loafer at the corner saloon.
that.
fishing and hunting. S. L. Barker,
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
Meanwhile one of Helen's former
EA8T BOUND
Beulah, N. M.
J. T. Busier, secretary;
president;
iteachers has persuaded the parents
Arrive
Depart
SEEKS
"AT COST" STORES
C. H. Baily. treasurer.
to allow the girl to attend a nearby FOR RENT Two room furnished
9:15 p.
No. 2
9:10 p. m
Bill Introduced for the Establishment
schoolhouse social center. At one of
11:10 p. m.
.11:06 p m
No. 4
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
of a Chain of Stores for
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545. No. 8
the weekly dancing parties she meets
1:25 a.
m..
1:15
Federal Employes.
I. O. of B B. Meets every
first No. 10
a young man who, subsequently, es FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
2:10 p.
1:45 p. m..

busy seeing the sights
tshington that I won't be able to
any bread for President Taft,"
little Miss Lois Edmunds, the
irion bread bakor of Iowa. Lois
is only in her twelfth year, yet she
has been doing baking for her parents and friends in C'larinda, Page
pounty. for three years. Because of
ber BklU she- - won a prize trip to
'Washington.
her
Lois was aaked to explain
method of baking.
"I just take a lot of flour, some milk,
salt, sugar and yeast and mix them together thoroughly. I don't measure
anything I put in my bread, so I can't
give you the proportions of each. I
can tell with my eye when I have
enough of each ingredient. Then I
put the dough formed Into a hot ovenI
and bake probably half an hour.
Bust let the bread remain In the oven
luntil It's done. The mixing and baking I do on the same day. I don't let
my bread rise over night as some
cooks do.
get much better results
the other way.
"! should like to bake some bread
for Mr. Taft, but I know he haa better
eo iks than I am. The bread he eata
mist be the finest in the world, for I
think he'B the finest man In the world
. nri ought to have
the very beat
I am afraid my bread would
t oad.
make him too fat, for It's made my
daddy awful fat.
m Just so
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a

corts her to various doings at the
Tuesday of the month in the vetry
1108 Douglas avenue.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
occasions
of
these
one
center.
On,,
WE8T ROUNu
stores In Washington
staple
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No.
Charlie notices the couple as they FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
1:45 p.
.1:20 p. m.
commodities at cost to Uncle Sam's
Isaac Appel, No.
Invited
cordlr.Uy
6:15 p. n
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
pass the saloon window. The sight
army of employes!
.6:10 a m
That Is the latest reform that Repof a probable rival stirs up a Jealous
President; Charles Greenclay,
4:50 p. I
No.
.4:40 p. m
Fourth street.
resentative Berger of Wisconsin, the
and he sets out In a
7:00 p. n
m
rage
No.
.6:35
p.
Socialist member of the house, has unen pursuit and thus comes to the so FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
He introdertaken to accomplish.
cial center.
WHY HE WAS LATE
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic
duced a bill the other day appropri0. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Charlie discovers his sweetheart
"What made you so late?"
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
ating $1,000,000 for the establishment
"I met Smithson."
in the kindergarten dancing with a
of a chain of stores to be organized
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit"Well, that is no reason why you
Mrs. Skrappe A storm coming, eh? girl. He begins to upbraid her when
and operated along the lines of the
ing brethren cordially invited to at- should be an hour late getting home
commissary stores In the canal strip Well, If I throw this plate at your the director enters followed by a potend. J . D. Frldenstlne, N. G.; to supper."
on the Isthmus of Panama.
head you'll think there's a storm com- liceman. Helen explains matters tb EGGS for
"I know, but I asked him how he
hatching. U. R. Fishel
Frank Fries. V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
The Berger measure asks that the ing.
was feeling, and he insisted on tellthe director and to Charlie's astonishwhite
strain
and
Rocks
Plymouth
earat
of
be
the
the
Karl
will
It
a
not
Interior,
storm.
Treasurer;
secretary
Secretary;
Wert,
Skrappe No;
ing me about his stomach trouble."
ment, he is cordially welcomed to the
Thompson strain barred rocks $1.00
liest practicable time, establish In the iust a little overcast, that's all.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
"Did you tell him to take Chamberathan
is
he
that
center.
15.
1018
for
Learning
Twelfth street
Barnes,
city of Washington, at suitable places,
lain's Tablets?"
en
stores for the sale, at cost price, of
lete and out of work the director
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second
A DIFFERENCE.
staple commodities to all employes of
Dy all dealers.
gages him as an assistant in the gym FOR SALE Good gentle mare, suit
fourth Tuesday evening of
the federal government
ame tor rarm work. Four years
nasium. Charlie's habits change and
A clause In Berger's bill provides
Vieltl
For rheumatism you will find nomonth at Q. R. C. hall.
old
V.m.
his
he is taken back by
old; weight 1,100.
employer.
Prager,
better than Chamberlain's Linifor the extension of facilities already
O-Hthing
are
invited.
brother
cordially
The plot of the drama was devised
Montezuma, hotel, Hot Springs.
ment. Try it and see how quickly
at hand until such time as the chain
T)
Exalted
Ruler:
Hunker,
bv Clarence Arthur Perry, a writer
It gives relief. For sale by all
This clause
of stores is completed.
Condon, Secretary.
SALE Thoroughbred
and Investigator connected with the FOR
Rose
reads:
'That the privilege of purchasing, at
Comb Brown Leghorn and Rose
division of recreation of the Russell
cost price, commodities from the deComb Rhode Island Red settinj
Sage Foundation. Commenting upon
partment stores at Washington bar
Mr. Perry
of ithe film
the
purpose
eggs, S1.50 for 15. Telephone Vegas
racks, D. C. and at navy yard station,
said:
D. C, now restricted to officers and
"It is isn't poverty mainly, but the
enlisted men of the army and navy, be
lack of room, social skill and phy- FOR SALE Five head work horses
and the same Is hereby extended to
all employes of the federal
1 yearling colt.
sical energy that prevents parents
H. W. Bradrick
from giving their young people adegeneral delivery.
quate social opportunities.
Details Delights President.
"These three things can be supplied FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
While the making of appointments
Washington Society's New Fad.
by the municipality just a seasily and
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
Washington society haa awakened and federal patronage has been the
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
to a new Idea play written and act- bane of President Taft's executive life.
just as legitimately as protection from
ed by children and produced for audiit Is one thing in which he has equaled
fires, burglars and contagious disens, Humboldt, Kan.
ences of children.
the judgment of McKinley. especially
PHONE MAIN 227
eases. Put movable seats and desks
The early part of January witness- in filling the important posts. They
classand
schoolhouses
the
into
every
ed the first performance of a one-ac- t
have been made to effectively carry
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
room in the city can be used as a
boy. It was out the administration policies with
comedy by a
The Preacher Why don't you put
Notice is hereby given to whom it
dancing parlor for some group of
acted by five children between the as little regard for personal wishes as your stock In honesty?
concern that Sarah C. Goke de
may
ages of 8 and 15, the sons and daugh Lincoln manifested. When the perAll my congenial people."
The Millionaire
Can't
Fontaine and M. A. D. Rihera, the
ters of the social leaders of the cap- plexing problems of political policy noney is tied up In railroad stocks.
INLAND EMPIRE TEACHERS
undersigned, were appointed on the
ital and presented at the Playhouse, are before him his brow wrinkles and
the newest society club In Washing- his mental appetite for facts is whetWash., April 3. Spokane eleventh day of March, A. D. 1912,
Spokane,
ton, which is given over to the ama-tetu- r ted. No matter how large the mass
IN THE MOOD TO LISTEN.
today welcomed a small army of edu- executors of the estate of Henry
dramatic productions of ita of detailed information involving a
cators, who gathered from all parti Goke, deceased, and all persons havmembers, before a matinee audience fundamental decision or policy he Is a
of Washington, Oregon, Montana and ing claims against the estate of said
of
smart
the
a
and
sons
with
man
task
that
daughters
of the
happy
happy
Idaho to take part in the fourteenth Henry Goke, deceased, will present
would appal the ordinary man, but the
set.
will
annual meting of the Inland Empire the same within the time prescribed
It 1 believed that other citites
petty annoyances of patronage are hla
National Magazine.
TeacberW
was by law.
follow the example of this juvenile abhorrence.
association. Today
elub and that a great deal of interest
Dated Las Vegas, N. M., March 11,
given over to the reception of the
will be aroused among the youngsters
Largest Sassafras Tree.
and several preliminary con- A. D. 1912.
visitors
A sassafras tree is the principal in
all over the country. At any rate
M. A. D. RIBERA,
ferences. The general sessions of the
Washington society will delight In it Atlanta, Georgia's, new bid for fame
SARAH C. GOKE DE FONTAINE.
convention will begin tomorrow morn
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
as it does in every new fad.
The largest sassafras tree In the
continue
until
and
of
the
ing
Saturday.
department
world, says
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
agriculThe distinguishing feature of the
Wealth in Oyster Industry.
ture. To most people the name sassaThat property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to tome-on- e
"In forty years the oyster industry fras is asooiated in their minds wtlh
program this year is the large num"My lHtle son had a very severe
of Louisiana can be made to pay the the picture of a low, stunted bush luxwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
ber of noted educators who will del- cold. I was recommended to try
hole state debt," declared Amos L. uriantly foliaged, from the roota of
iver addresses. Among them will be Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Ponder of New Orleans In a recent ad- which their grandmothers made tea
President G. Stanley Hall of Clark before a small bottle was finished he
dress. "Louisiana can mature an oy- to "cure spring fever" and other ills
Mrs.
H.
well
as
was
writes
as
ever,"
Others, who read and answer ads, in this newspaper, want
University, Dr. A. E. Winship of Bos- Silks, 29 Dowling Sttreet, Sydney,
ster in ,wo years, while north of the of that nature. A sassafras tree has
ton. President C. A. Dunlway of the Australia. This remedy is for sale
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
south line of Virginia It requires four been a thing unknown. In the yard
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
University of Montana, President E. by all dealers.
years. Louisiana ownB half of the nat- of the First Methodist church of Atural oyster reefs of the United States," lanta the sassafras tree stands, passed
A. Bryan of Washington State Colsort, and musical instruments.
continued Mr. Ponder, "which com- by thousands each day. The tree, aclege, Professor E. J. Iddings of the
If you want to get the want you
of
land.
of
acrea
the
She
to
488,500
oyster
agricultural
expert
cording
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
prise
Henderson Tou can't tell some University of Idaho, Arthur H. Cham want to get, you want to get your
also has oyBter bottoms not now in department, 1 more than 100 years women
sorts of things, they hare come to be the finders of the
Los
of
berlain
Grace
and
possible
In
Angeles,
want
anyway.
want
a
The
of
7
in
cultivation
feet
is
getter.
Optic
by oid. It
circumference,
use and susceptible
won't
That'
state
M.
of
Henpeck
They
water
500,000
right
50 feet high and ha a spread of more
best markets!
superintendent of wants you to get the wast yon want
Shepard,
placing cultch in the
stop long enough to listen to you.
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see
than 40 feet
acre more."
public education of Idaho.
'

Government-owne-

d

department
to sell

a

half-drunk-

For Sate

1

.

1

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

s

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing,

E

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

do you need office
jc stationery; x

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it,

3

3

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

23

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, tJ fr

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

Al-

ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

UiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiiiiiUiiiiiiiiUiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDN

EIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

START THE MONTH RIGHT

And You Will Buy TWem
DEAL LESS

WE SAVE YOU FROM 10 TO 20 PER CENT OR MORE

On Nearly Everything you need lor .the Table

You

Ate in

Doubt,

Call and we can Easily Convince you.

I

Would Eat no Food

HIS WIFE
Would Eat no More

Understood

That it Came From Our Grocery Store
to

r

in

THE HABIT!
Try Our Comb Honey
J. H. STEARNS

FORM
,

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

I WeAre

re The

Distributers

LIAVBERT

Las Vegas

mm s

1 HOLLAND-DUTC- H

ARTS & OR AF TS

WL

Si

'Agents
OFTHE FAMOUS

HIGH IN
QUALITY

1

..1JBLW

IN

PRICE

LIMBER! LINE
V

The Very Best in
'864
SEAT

CUSHION

Mission Furniture.

MMJAZINL

ft If

BOOKCA5L5IN

The Quality is Remembered
Long After the
Price is Forgotten.

mvt of
SIZES

f'r

rftr

RACrfe AND

AT

KASONABLt
PRICE3.

57

J9304

uia
lp

J.

C.

Johnsen

Son

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.

DR.
SAID HE KILLED
18 PROVEN TO BE
A

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

VICTORIA LANDS.
San Francisco, Calif., April 3.
About 200 farmers, mostly from Cali-

Try

Graaf & H&yward Co. Store

INSPECT

wife.
fornia and other states on the Pacific
coast, sailed from this port today on
LOST Red
brindle
ox;
tipped
the steamship Tahiti for Australia, to
horned.
of
the
make a thorough inspection
Branded
available Irrigation lands of Victoria.
On left hip
The excursionists are in charge of
Notify R. M. Rohrer, 919 Third
Mr. William Cattanach, a member of
street. Reward.
the irrigation commission of Victoria,
who came to the united wtates a few
months ago, to promote the trade relations between Victoria, the United
States and Canada and to induce competent agriculturists to settle upon
the reclaimed and irrigated lands of
Victoria. According to his statement
there are in Victoria about 1,000,000
acres of land which can be reclaimed
for agricultural purposes and of thosa
150,000 acres are already under irrigation. The climatic conditions are
almost the same as those of lower
California and the land is said to be
especially well suited for. the raising
of fruit and vegetables and for

FERNDELL

JAM

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

(PURE FRUIT

617 Douglas

AND

is sufficient

in itself to

guarantee
Copyright

WE INVITE

Every nook and corner

on Between
and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.

FLOWERS

STORE AT

JILL THIS WEEK.
507 Sixth Smet

507

6th. STREET.

PERRY ONION & SON

Fbonc

Vests 121

the Sun

the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

"""

.

Jefferson Reynolds Pregtdnt

o'. Kaynofds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

Hai.'ett Reynolds Cashier
H.JErle Hoke Asst Cashier

rJ.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE
i

1

n

NUT

LUMP

'

WHOLESALE AND RE TAIL

D.W.CONDON
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
WAGONS

EMERSON

Mccormick

30c Per Jar

llEin

BAIN

WEBER

Used to Make.

EVERYWHERE.

Big Fight is

Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

MOTHER

mass of beauty and fragrance.

YOU TO CALL

THE

Just Like
to visit our store and see the splendid
plants and cut flowers for Easfer.

Marx

Sc

M. GREENBERGER

Distributing
Agents

YOU ARE INVITED

Hart Schaffner

SUGAR)

Subscribe for The Optic.

T

Fresh Fish
Salt Fish
Smoked Fish
Canned Fish

HELP WANTED At Phoenix ranch,
at once. Experienced man and

Try a Glass
of

us.

has arrived.
If you wish to know
t h e seasons
approved
ideas in style, fabric and
color See the finest examples of American tailoring as evidenced in
to
, serviceable, ready
wear garments Gome in
and see our new Spring
Models. We price them
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the maThe label
nufacturers.
of Hart Schaffuer&Marx
ing

APPROPllSveiLES

TO

.

Suit tor Easter?
Our New Spring Cloth-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

you will do well to send your
family washing to us. Consider these reasons:
First. We launder your
clothes in clean, sanitary surroundings.
Second. We launder them
by a process that is scientifically perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
youf clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little

Do You Want a

FALSIFIER

The funeral of Charles Hendrick,
who died lasj. Saturday at the Las
Vegas hospital will occur tomorrow
ALONE ON CALENDAR
morning from the chapel of J.
AnderB.
C.
C. Johnsen & Son. Rev
son will officate at the services. InANNOUNCES
PRO
UNDERWOOD
terment will be in Odd Fellows' cemeGRAM OF HOUSE OF
who
of
a
was
native
of
Mr.
Frank Schmldtt,
The funeral
Hendricks
tery.
died Sunday afternoon, occurred this Kansas and had been a patient at the
afternoon from the Church of the hospital for 13 months.
Washington, April 3. RepresentaInterment
Immaculate Conception.
tive
Underwood, majority leado ", said
in Mount Calvary cemetery. Charles
Say, Bo! Have you tried on a pair today the legislative program of the
SouthP.
W.
O'Malley, John Shank,
of Bostonlan shoes yet? They're house from now on would be confinard, D. W. Condon, William Shilling-la- great .aren't they? $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, ed to
appropriation and suuply bills,
and W. Jacobs acted as pall and $5.00, at Talchert's, Douglas
to come up under special
legislation
a
of
death
to
the
bearers.
Owing
and a few special bills
calendar
day
daughter, Mr: Schmidtt's sister, Mrs.
of
Importance.
N.
J.,
James Cony, of Weebawkee,
Lorenzo Delgado this morning was
The special legislation to nave the
was unable to come to Las Vegas.
presented with a pair qf cub wolves call In the house will inciud the
a friend who resides in Rlbera Isthmian canal government bill, the
Ground for the foundation of the by
little animals are about ten days bill to abolish the comme:to cniirt
The
on
the
residence of C. W. G. Ward
Mr. Delgado says he expects to and one to amend, the
old.
patent laws, it
northwest corner of Eighth street and
the wolves. If they attain a is doubtful if
keep
any bill relaring to the
Friedman avenue was broken this
bad disposition as they grow older
morning. E. F. Mitchell Is the gen- and he is unable to care for them trusts will be considered oefre
eral contractor and Richard Smith is
without danger of being eaten, Mr.
for the excavation, and
will turn the brutes over to
CROP.
A PROFITABLE
stone and brick work. E. W. Hart, Delgado
some park or game reserve.
Calexico, Calif., April 3. Because
the architect, will have direct superof successful experiments conducted
vision of the work. The house is to
I desire to announce to the people last season, the Delta Farm company
be a seven room bungalow, mission
stucco of Las Vegas and vicinity that I have will plant this spring betweea 600 and
of brick
style, constructed
finished.
engaged in the fire Insurance busi- 1,000 acres across the border in
ness. Business entrusted to me will Mexico to broom corn of the dwarf
Harry Buckles, of Muskogee, Okla., have prompt attention. I will also han- variety. An experimental crop grown
a catcher, has been signed by Man- dle rentals and real estate. A liberal last season brought 12 cents a pountf,
ager Plowman of the Las Vegas Ma- patronage will be appreciated. Office or more than $100
anjicreIt Jsbe
roons for the coming season. Buckles
"
will tm 'With the Mills
lieved that two or three crops can
comes recommended as a star back- Jtract Co., West Bridie street, Las
be harvested each year.
stop. Las year he played with Mus- Vegas, N. M. Telephone 379.
kogee in (the Western association but
H. S. VAN PETTEN.
TRAIN DELAYED
FUNERAL
this season was anxious to play inTenn., April 3 After standBristol,
dependent ball, Lou Smith, the "Injun,"
SALOONS WIN ELECTION.
ing for 30 hours behind a freight
last year spoke highly of Buckles,
tobetween here and Pulaski, Vir3
wreck
Returns
Dallas, Tex., April
recommending him as a good all
show that an initiative measure ginia, the special train bearing the
day
around player. Buckles it Is said, is
to close Dallas saloons at 7:30 p. m., body of Senator Robert L. Taylor,
an accurate thrower to bases, has a
was
defeated by a few hundred ma- members of his family and delegacool head, and is a hard hitter and
in yesterday's municipal elec- tions from the house and senate
jority
fast base runner.
tion. The saloons now close at mid- reached Bristol today. The body goes
to Nashville where it will lie
night. Another initiative measure direct
state
in
until Friday. Burial will be
favoring Sunday theaters and other
amusements was passed by a two to at Knoxville.
one vote.

moreH

a

MAN WHO
KN ABE

Petoaacola,
Fla, April 3. Setfa
Nichols, the sailor who told the poThe regeular monthly meeting of
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
lice of Poatmouth, N. H., Monday
In the wood.
Direct from distillery the Missionary society of the M E. that he killed Dr. Helene Knabe at
to you. At the Lobby, of
church will be held at the home cf
Indianapolis, October 23 last, was on
Mrs. Joseph Sundt, 902 National ave- board the United States cruiser Dixie
The Meadow City Dancing club nue,
Thursday afternoon at
the, day of the murder. This Inforgave a dance last night in the O. R. o'clock.
mation, which brands Nichols' "conC. hall.
The affair was attended by
fession" as untrue, was received here
about .two dozen couples and a jolly
Easter neckwear, special sale for by wireless today from the commantime was had by all. The dances of this week
only. Carter and Holmes der of the Dixie, which is engaged in
the club are given regularly every neckwear, 1.50 tie for $1, $1 ties for
target practice in the gulf.
two weeks on Thursday night, but
80c, 75c ties for 48c. At Talchert's,
Nichols did not desert from the
as the date for this dance would fall
avenue.
Douglas
Dixie, as he claimed, but was given
on Holy
Thursday the time Was
his discharge on December 20, 1911,
to
Tuesday.
changed
H. S. Van Petten says he has not for conduct
to the ser-

liveryman, where It was being kept
until it could be taken to Rlbera tor
work at the mine. Despite the efforts
of Mr. Rohrer to locate the animal,
no trace of It has been round. Mr.
Rohrer purchased the ox from J. D.
Hand Monday.

JACK SPRATT

,,,,,

HE DID NOT COMMIT

prejudicial
purchased the entire insurance busi vice, according to the message received from the cruiser's commander.
The records of the Dixie show that
Nichols was not on ahore leave on
either October 23 or 24.

The Cash Grocer

Until it was THOROLY

CONFESSES TO CRIME

A Dig brindle ox, the property of ness of Byron T. Mills, though he has
R. M. Rohrer, of the Topeka Mining secured a portion of it. Mr. Mills
company of Rlbera, is roaming at still retains the other portion. Both
large. The animal yesterday got out Messrs. Van Petten and Mills will
out of the corral of Nick Chaffin, the conduct an Independent business.

IKE DAVIS
PHI

The meeting of the Harmony club
for tomorrow with Mrs. Upton Haya,
two weeks.
for has been postponed for

We have the largest stock of men's
shoes and hats in Las Vegas. All
a
hat
for
little
Buy
money strictly
tailor made. Mra. L. P. Wright, 509 styles and prices, '3.56, $4, $4.50 and
Sixth street
St $5, at Talchert's.

Buy Your Groceries For Cash
FOR A GREAT

Porvenlr sweet pea seed
sale at Romero Mercantile Co.
Kl

Try a dram of OM Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

Full Line of

THE PLAZA

VEHICLE

HARNESS

X

IHPLEMENlts

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

